Frequently Asked Questions
Google Classroom

1. Which tool you are using to develop the demonstration videos of this FDP?
Ans: Zoom meeting app
2. How will you supply study material to students via class room
Ans: It is explained in the presentation as well as video: classwork-create- then click on material
3. If we want to share invite to all students through Google classroom, then it will be do at a time
please guide us.
Ans: Share the code with your students may be in class or through whatsapp group etc
4. Is Google classroom free of cost or a teacher or a school have to pay ?
Ans: It is Free, but need to signup freely with Google if using for college or institute. Please refer
Google terms and conditions for more details.
5. Can we upload PPT on google classroom?
Ans; yes, you can upload through file upload, or if you have it on google drive
6. How many people can join as a teacher for a single class.. is there limitation?
Ans: For personal Gmail account Maximum 20 Teachers and 250 students and teachers together
For G suite users: Maximum 20 Teachers and and 1000 students and teachers together
7. Where shall we find the joined people after inviting them?
Ans: If you have more than one class, then click on particular class, now click “people” tab to see the
students and teachers already joined the class.
8. If student use different domain email other than Google then Classroom can be accessible eg.
Rediffmail, yahoo etc.
Ans: Gmail account is necessary to join Google Classroom.
9. Can anyone either teacher or students with gmail id use Google classroom, or it needs
institutional email id or G-suit?
Ans: Teachers with a personal Google Account can use gmail. But for entire School, college,
University usage, need to signup with Google and use educational mail ids.
10. Can we give an assignment for long answer questions? If yes then how to collect the response
from students? In which format?

Ans: Yes, students will either write on paper or type in word file, then they can upload
11. How will you explain importance of Google classroom....? When we compare it with what’s app
groups.
Ans: Whatsapp is a socail app, for general purpose, where as Google classroom is for educational
purpose, you can create assignments, quizes, give grades, analyze students performance, etc, which
are not available in Whatsapp or Facebook, etc.
12. How can we create video lectures and share with our students?
There are many ways of doing, for instance using zoom app, you can do, or Microsoft teams, Google
meetings, etc.
13. What is the use of rubrics?
Ans: Rubic is used to give feedback based on the student’s performance. For example, you have
given an assignment, say write about CoVid-19, then you can give feedback on student’s vocabulary,
grammar usage, depth of the topic, etc.
14. Can we use screen recorder app for video recording and let me know..is it will be upload on
Google classroom
Ans: Google classroom is a platform where you can share content, so however you prepare video or
ppt, you can always share, no problem, for example you can record your screen using some third
party app, and you can upload that video in classroom.
15. Can we upload teaching videos on the google classrooms ?
Ans : Yes. Either direct upload the video, or if you have it on youtube, then link of Youtube video.
16. How can students submit the test or assignment so that we can see is it attempted or not?
Ans: For assignment, student will have option to upload their answers, so if they upload, it will be
shown as submitted. For quiz, it shows how many turned up immediately after the quiz.
17. For one subject one classroom is used are can we use one classroom for multiple subjects?
Ans: Better to use different class for different subjects. Looks more organized
18. Do the videos that can be uploaded in Google classrooms have a size limit? If yes, how much?
Ans: Google classrooms are integrated with other google apps, say youtube, you can directly share
your youtube link to students, there is 1GB limit in YouTube for free users, we suppose.
19. Please explain about how grading done in Google Class room. How to operate it?
Ans: For assignment and long answer questions in quiz, we have to do manual grading, by going
through the students answers, for other type of questions, automatic grading.

20. Can we preserve/store the all data accessed by the students or teachers...to show for NAAC
/NBA or any evaluating authority...as a proof...?
Ans : Yes, all data will be available in google drive, and of course on your class home page.
21. Is it feasible in rural areas where problem of connectivity and infrastructure problem so how to
manage?
Ans: They can access the content at any time, so now a days it is not that much problem, but there
may be some cases.
22. Does the study material get stored in the classroom forever?
Ans: Yes, till you have free space in your account , for personal free Google account we have 15gb
free storage space.
23. Can we delete any material which is by mistake uploaded and how from which menu can delete
Ans: Yes, you can delete or edit any post from class home page, where you can see all the activities.
Just click on three vertical dots of any post and have option to delete, edit, copy
24. How to make students list. Madam showed a list that was already available in her system. Kindly
inform us about adding/ including students.
Ans: Adding students in 2 ways: give the class code to students in classroom or messages through
whatsapp, then ask them to login to class and join the class by clicking plus symbol and enter the
class code you have given to them. Second way is to send individual mail to join, per day 100
invitations limit.
25. How to share class code ?
Ans: You can copy the code or note down and give to students by many ways.
26. Can we make timeline for assignment/test in Google classroom....
Ans: Yes, using due date option
27. How can we confirm that students have joined our class?
Ans: We can check under people section
28. How Google classroom applicable to subjects like accounting, Statistics where the size of
questions & answer so lengthy how to conduct exams and evaluation and other activities
Ans: One can always prepare multiple choice questions, short answer etc. Also useful to share the
material, paper less assignment and healthy discussion among students , etc. We, from
Mathematics, use google classroom, of course it is your choice of preference.
29. How student reply to us in Google classroom?

Ans: For each post we share in class, there will be option to reply for that post for students, they can
reply from there.
30. How we can use Google class.room for problem and solutions?
Ans: You can post under question, students will try to solve the problem and upload the answer
there, Nice way to encourage collaborative learning.
31. What are the limitations of using a Google classroom?
Ans: May be quiz is not that much user friendly compared to other platforms, no virtual teaching,
grading is not that user friendly to export, etc. But these are our perceptions as we are also using
other platforms like Edmodo, Testmoz, etc.
32. How can I take screenshot of class showing class code on laptop, after completing task??
Ans: Click on the class you created, then there will be a code on that page, enlarge it by clicking the
square button next to code, at this point of time, hold alt button and press print screen, then paste it
in paint or word file.
33. Is there any option of backup all assignments and Work done in this Classroom
Ans: In Google drive everything will be saved.
34. How can we delete any classroom which we created?
Ans: From Google classroom homepage, where you can see all the classes, on each class, there is a
vertical three dots icon, please click on that and select archive.
35. How do you make the video lecture, with you appearing in the corner and also sharing the
computer screen (ppt)? Like you have done today in your video class.
Ans: We have used zoom meeting app to record the video. We can share the screen like ppts on
our desktop, etc. So whenever we are sharing the screen, our face video will be pinged to smaller
view and screen is visible.
36. How can we restrict further student coming in G class, if we have shared the Class code?
Ans: Share the class code to only your students via secured platform like students whatsapp group,
etc, but not on public soical media. Once all students join, you can lock the code to restrict others to
join.
37. How many classes can we save in Google Classroom?
Ans: Practically you can create how many you wish, but 30 classes per day and a student can join
maximum 100 classes
38. Can we change Google class room code ?
Anss: Yes, click on any class, then settings on top right corner, then under general, click on dropdown, there you can reset, or disable, or copy, etc.

39. Is there any necessity to change the class ode?
Ans: Yes, once you think that all students joined, then you disable it or change it so that others can't
join the class.
40. Does all teachers need to create separate Google classroom for a particular class of students? Or
multiple teachers can access through a single Google classroom?
Ans: If more than one teacher teaching that particular subject, then they can join to same class,
otherwise, better to have their own classes.
41. Please explain about how grading done in Google Class room? How to operate it?
Ans: After conduction of quiz or assignment, and students attempts them, you can see the grading
chart for each student. If in quiz all questions are auto graded then you will get the marks
automatically, otherwise, teacher has to add manually .
42. Suppose I created a google class and shared it's code to my students, and suppose unknowingly
my students also circulated it to other students (which are not intended to be my students), then
other students will also join. Is there any way to avoid it?
Ans: If any such student joins, then we can remove from people section. If we want to restrict to
only students, then we have to invite them through individual mails.

